
White Wine
Petit Chablis, Brocard

BURGUNDY, FRANCE  /  £44.95
 White fruit and crystallized citrus aromas on the nose, then a lively palate 

with notes of flowers leading on to a slightly minerally finish.

Sancerre La Croix du Roy, Crochet
LOIRE, FRANCE  /  £54.95

 Notes of citrus fruits, blossom, peach and pear on the nose.  
Nice pure entry, fruity and crisp on the palate. Good length  

and classic mineral flavours.

Pulenta Estate XIV Pinot Gris
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA  /  £31.95

 Fresh peaches, apricots and delicate white flowers dominate on the nose.  
The palate is delicate and fruity with a fresh, balancing acidity  

and a long, elegant finish.

Weinhaus Ress Riesling
RHEINGAU, GERMANY

175ML £7.50  /  250ML £10.75  /  BTL £31.95
 Crisp, medium-bodied dry Riesling, with lemon, lime and apple fruit 

flavours, a floral lift and a clean finish.

Front Row Chenin Blanc/Roussanne
COASTAL REGION, SOUTH AFRICA

175ML £5.50  /  250ML £7.75  /  BTL £25.95
 This mix of Loire and Rhône varieties produces a wonderfully 

textured wine, the crisp but generous tropical flavours of Chenin Blanc 
complemented by the rich apricot, pear and floral character  

of Roussanne, finishing neat and dry.

Tormaresca Chardonnay, Puglia
PUGLIA, ITALY

175ML £8.50  /  250ML £11.75  /  BTL £34.95
Bright, fruity, medium-bodied Chardonnay showing the purity  

and richness of Puglian fruit.

Raventós de Alella Pansa Blanca
CATALONIA, SPAIN  /  £35.95

 Intensely fruity upfront, with crystalline notes of ripe citrus and green 
apple. This leads on to a herbal, savoury and stony streak which runs 

through the backbone of the wine. The finish is long and elegant  
- a wine with real balance and poise.

Montalto Organic Pinot Grigio
SICILY, ITALY

175ML £6.50  /  250ML £8.75  /  BTL £25.95
 This exotic Pinot Grigio offers fresh, clean fruity notes of pear,  

green apple and white peaches. The palate is fresh and citrussy  
with a crisp finish.

Santa Alegra Sauvignon Blanc 
VALLE CENTRAL, CHILE

175ML £6.50  /  250ML £8.75  /  BTL £25.95
This crisp Sauvignon Blanc offers aromas of gooseberry and elderflower, 

leading to a refreshing medium-bodied palate with green apple fruit 
flavours and a citrus kick on the finish.

Promesa Rioja Blanco
RIOJA, SPAIN

175ML £7.50  /  250ML £10.50  /  BTL £29.95
 Fresh aromas and flavours of pineapple and green apple are 
complemented by a delicate floral note and hints of cut grass. The palate 
is medium-bodied with a crisp yet balanced acidity and a lengthy finish.

Sauvignon Blanc, Featherdrop
NEW ZEALAND  /  £34.95

Lively aromas of gooseberry, passionfruit, grapefruit and crisp red 
capsicum. Bold flavours of lemon, lime, grapefruit and gooseberry  

tantalise the palate and provide a refreshing clean finish.

Puligny 1er Cru Sous le Puits, Henri de Villamont
BURGUNDY, FRANCE  /  £99.95

Crisp and mineral, yet with an appealingly opulent texture that carries the 
weight of fruit admirably. Grilled citrus and white flower notes, combine 

with the subtle toasty notes of the wood to admirable effect.

Gewurztraminer Orchidées Sauvages, Muré (Organic)
ALSACE, FRANCE  /  £39.95

 Controlled yet expressive, this wine offers the characteristic exotic 
aromas of Gewurztraminer, rose petals, lychee and gingerbread, in an 

elegant, medium-bodied style. This is a Gewurz made for food!



Red Wine
Finca La Colonia Malbec, Norton

ARGENTINA
175ML £7.50  /  250ML £10.50  /  BTL £29.95

 Sweet and spicy aromas, reminiscent of black pepper. Ripe red fruit  
on the palate, smooth texture and a harmonious finish.

Terre del Noce Merlot delle Dolomiti
TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE, ITALY

175ML £6.50  /  250ML £8.75  /  BTL £25.95
Smooth, easy-drinking Merlot with plum and red cherry fruit,  

and a hint of dark chocolate on the finish.

Conde Valdemar Rioja Crianza
RIOJA, SPAIN

175ML £9.00  /  250ML £12.75  /  BTL £37.95
 Complex aromas of ripe black berries balanced with warm vanilla notes  

and a touch of subtle spice. Excellent, rounded structure on the palate  
with aromatic complexity lasting through to the finish.

Artisan’s Blend Shiraz/Viognier, Deakin Estate
VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA  /  £26.95

 This Rhône-inspired blend offers a brilliant mix of plum and blackberry fruit 
with sweet spice and floral tones on the nose. The palate is smooth and 

fruit-driven, with a refreshing hint of pepper.

Pulenta Estate I Malbec
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA  /  £49.95

 The nose combines red and black fruits with appealing floral notes, followed 
by a lush, well-rounded palate with a fruit profile that blends freshness and 
intensity. The oak ageing has lent a spicy character and there is a complex 

mineral streak running through.

Corralillo Pinot Noir, Matetic (Organic) 
ACONCAGUA, CHILE  /  £41.95

 A vibrant and lively nose that brims with berry fruit and spices. The cool-
climate style gives a delicate and fresh tasting palate, with a fine texture and 

subtle mocha notes whilst allowing maximum fruit expression.

Bonacosta Valpolicella Classico, Masi
VENETO, ITALY

175ML £9.00  /  250ML £12.75  /  BTL £37.95
 Intense aromas of fresh cherries and raspberries accompanied by hints  

of spices such as cloves. Refreshing on the palate with a long finish  
of vanilla and cherry notes.

Costasera Amarone Classico, Masi
VENETO, ITALY  /  £95.95

 Bright and intense on the nose with aromas of preserved cherries and dried 
plums together with hints of fruits of the forest and cinnamon. Good weight 

from the alcohol and structured on the palate, opening out to attractive 
aromas of cherries and vanilla.

Badia a Passignano Chianti Classico Gran Selezione
TUSCANY, ITALY  /  £94.95

 The nose offers a wide range of fruity aromas as well as hints of liquorice 
and ripe blackberries. The complex, elegant palate shows plenty of fruit 

alongside savoury flavours, finishing long and vibrant.

Ridge Lytton Springs
CALIFORNIA, USA  /  £99.95

 A complex nose of bright red fruit, pepper and toasty oak is followed  
by a full-bodied palate combining rich raspberry and plum fruit with bold 

but well integrated tannins and a lingering finish.

Crozes-Hermitage La Matinière Rouge, Ferraton
RHÔNE, FRANCE  /  £50.95

 Expressive and perfumed Syrah, with notes of succulent black cherry,  
toast, meat and violets. The tannins are silky and in perfect balance with  

the fresh acidity. The finish is long and harmonious.

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Domaine du Vieux Lazaret
RHÔNE, FRANCE  /  £54.95

A ripe, spicy blend with notes of vanilla and dark berry fruit. Full-bodied  
but elegant in the mouth, with a persistent juicy finish.

Barbera d’Asti Fiulot, Prunotto 
PIEDMONT, ITALY  /  £40.95

 Fragrant on the nose with hints of plum and cherry. On the palate  
it is well structured and soft, showing the typical red fruit and bright 

character of the Barbera variety.

Morandé Pionero Cabernet Sauvignon Reserva
VALLE CENTRAL, CHILE  /  £26.95

 This sophisticated Cabernet Sauvignon offers aromas of mint and  
tobacco alongside its classic blackcurrant and cherry fruit. The palate is 
enhanced by a touch of vanilla oak, which unites the juicy and savoury 

characters into a well-balanced whole.

Bodega La Flor Cabernet Sauvignon, Pulenta
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA  /  £35.95

 Bold bramble and mint leaf notes on the nose give way to a supple yet 
textured palate. The rich black fruit flavours are perfectly framed by the 

grippy tannins and the hints of cloves and menthol on the finish.



Rosé Wine
Terre del Noce Pinot Grigio Rosé

TRENTINO-ALTO ADIGE, ITALY
175ML £7.00  /  250ML £9.75  /  BTL £28.95

 Jam-packed with the ripe strawberry and raspberry fruit you  
would expect from this variety, but with far more intensity  
and structure than the norm. The finish is long, lingering  

and clean, with a fine acidity.

Minuty Prestige Côtes de Provence Rosé 
PROVENCE, FRANCE

175ML £11.00  /  BTL £44.95
 Intense aromas of citrus and white flowers give way to 
flavours of grapefruits and red berries. There is texture and 
structure here and a saline, mineral streak running through 

the wine which gives substance and adds interest.

Château Minuty Rosé et Or  
Côtes de Provence Rosé
PROVENCE, FRANCE  /  £70

 Intense aromas of orange peel and jasmine are followed  
on the palate by flavours of pink grapefruit and white stone 

fruit. The finish is zesty and crisp, helping to lift the rich,  
textured mouthfeel.

Sparkling Wine
Bottega Gold Prosecco

ITALY
125ML £7.45  /  BTL £36.95
Ultimate in Prosecco bling.

Bottega Rosé
ITALY  /  40.95

Luxurious pink bubbles.

Louis Dornier Et Fils Brut
FRANCE

125ML £8.95  /  BTL £41.95
Frisky little bubbles to get the  

party started.

Moet & Chandon
FRANCE  /  51.95

Fresh, modern and exciting.

Veuve Clicquot,Yellow Label Brut
FRANCE  /  61.95

Deliciously rich with a buttery  
biscuit finish.

Laurent-Perrier Cuvée Rosé Brut
FRANCE  /  81.95

A romantic rippling of soft  
red berry bubbles.

Dom Pérignon Brut
FRANCE  /  185

A true celebration of style,  
thoroughly deserved.

Louis Roederer Cristal Brut
FRANCE  /  295

Green apples dipped in caramel  
served with cream.

Armand de Brignac Brut
FRANCE  /  395

Ace of Spades. Bling at its most exclusive

Dom Pérignon Brut Rosé
FRANCE  /  350

Rarely enough to be found  
- so sublime and elegant.


